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To all whom it may concern: - 
Be it known that I, MORGAN D. SADTLER, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Baltimore, State of Maryland, have invent 
ed certain new and useful Improvements in 
Wrenches, of which the following is a speci 
?cation. > . 

This invention relates to improvements in 
wrenches. . I ‘ 

The object-of the invention is to provide 
a wrench which will have great range of 
usefulness, and one in which it will not be 
necessary to use the handle or casing for the 
driving shaft, as a lever to actuate ,the 
wrench, thereby making the wrench avail 
able for applying or removing nuts in diffi 
cult or out of the way places in machinery. 
I am aware that it is not new to drive nut 

seaters by gears, but in devices of this char 
acter, so far as I know, there is no means 
provided for preventing the gears from 
meshing too tightly and especially when the 
wrench is being operated. . 
One of the objects therefore, of this in 

vention, is to provide a construction where 
in the gears will, at all times, be kept in 
mesh to the same degree, regardless of the 
amount of pressure or force applied to them, 
in applying or removing the nut, thereby 
preventing wear and longitudinal movement 
of the gear bearings. ' v 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide in addition to a wrench adapted for en-' 
gagement with the wrench. end or nut en 
gaging member, a member equally well adapt 
ed for receivingthe ends of drills, bits, etc_., 
which adapts the device to be used as a bor 
ing or screw unseating tool. ' 

'A still further object of the invention is 
to provide in connection with the driving 
shaft of the wrench, a handle adapted to 
?t in the end of a shaft, the handle being 
provided with a plurality of apertures for 
engagement with the driving shaft,'t_o vary 
the leverage in applying or removing the 
nut or other object ‘upon which the device is 
adapted to operate, as the exigencies of the 
casemay require. ' ‘ ' 

, In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 
view of the wrench with the handle at 
tached to‘the driving shaft. Fig. 2lis a lon 

_ gitudinal sectional view of the wrench show 
ing the means for keeping the driving gears 
in proper mesh or for limiting the longitu 
dinal movement of the gears. Fig. 3 is a 
perspective view of‘ a nut engaging end of 

the well known variety in connection with 
which the wrench is particularly designed 
for use- Fig. 4 is a detail perspective View, ‘ 
of the means for keeping the gears in proper 
mesh. ' 

Referring to the drawings, the numeral 1 
designates the driving shaft casing. This is 
threaded at one end as indicated at 2 for the 
reception of a collar 3 internally threaded 
for the reception of the casing 1. This col 
lar is formed with a boss 4 provided with ex 
ternal threads 5, which engage ‘internal 
threads 6, on the hollow angle member 7 . 
The numeral 8 designates the driving shaft 
provided at its outer end with a squared 
portion 9 adapted to enter one or the other 
of a series of squared apertures 10 in the 
operating handle 11. The opposite end of 
the shaft has rigidly secured thereto a bevel 
gear 12 at the rear of whose teeth is ar 
ranged a short ?ange 13 which forms a part 
of ‘the boss 14 of the gear 12, so that-when 
the parts are assembled, as shown in Fig. 2, 
the boss will fit snugly within the collar 3, 
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with the ?ange against the inner edge of \ 
said collar, thus preventing outward move 
ment of the gear. In mesh with the gear 12 
is another bevel gear 15, carried by the inner 
end of a stub shaft 16, which extends through 
and has bearing in a collar 17, the reduced ‘ 
portion of which is threaded as indicated at 
18 for engagement with the internal threads 
19 ‘in the other end of the angle member, 
thus supporting the gears and connected 
parts at right angles to each other. The 
outer end- f the stub shaft 16 is squared as 
indicated at 20, to adapt it for entry into 
the squared opening 21, in the nut engaging 95 - 
end 22, which as before stated, may be of 
any of the Well known or approved forms, 
and adapted for engagement either with 
squared or polygonal nuts, it being under 
stood that in these nut engaging members, 
the socket is of standard size, regardless of 
the size of’the nut for which the nut re 
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ceiving aperture is adapted. .The squared‘ 
portion of the stub shaft 16 is provided with 
a socket 23 for the reception of the tang of 
a drill or other similar tool, as would be de 
sired in case the wrench is converted into a 
boring tool. ‘ ' - - 

I The numeral 
erably integral with 
with two points 25 and 26 arranged at right 
angles to each other, the point 25 engaging 
the bevel gear 12 centrally, while'thepoint 
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‘24 designates a spider, pref- ' 
the angle member 7, ' 
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26 engages the gear 15, arly. thus keep- . 
ing the gears in proper and uniform mesh 
at all times, resisting any tendency of the 
gears to climb or wedge under excesive 
pressure, thereby eliminating wear and pro 
ducing absolute uniform rotation of the driv 
ing member under all conditions. In the 
'present instance, four arms ref-the Spider 
are shown, two of which are centering mem 
bers for the gears, andthe other two as re 
taining members with the angle member 7 . . 
The term “nut-seating” member is to be 

understood generically as comprehending a 
member that will seat a nut or drive adrill, 
screw driver or the like. ~ 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim is:— _ ' ‘ 

1. A wrench V embodying gear-actuated 
driven and driving members, and ?xed 
means engaging axially with the members 
to prevent end-thrust and thus over-mesh- ' 
ing thereof. , _ - _. 

2. A wrench having means whereby a nut 
can be seated at an angle to the member 
receiving it, and means‘ for presenting‘ 
axial resistance to ost motion or back-lash 

- ‘between the driving and driven members 
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-whereby undue wear or uneven action of‘ 
the actuating members will be secured irre 
spective‘of torsional -or tensile strain. 

3. A wrench embodying a nut seating mem 
ber, an actuating member arranged at an 
vangle thereto, and means for presenting 
axial resistance to lost motion or back-lash 
between the and driven members 

~ whereby the union :between the actuating 
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members will be maintained irrespective of 
pressure and torsional strain. " 

4. A’ wrench comprising a nut seating 
member provided with a gear, a driving 
member having-‘a gear meshing ‘with that 
of thel?rst named member and means for 
presenting axial resistance tov lost motion 
or back-lash between the driving" and 
driven members forrmaintaining' the two‘ 
gears in predetermined intermesh relation, 

' irrespective of conditions of 
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a 5. A wrench comprising a ‘rotatable nut" 
seating member having a bevel gear thereon, 
~a driving shaft at right angles to said nut 
‘seating member and carrying a bevel gear 

in mesh with the ?rst mentioned’ gear, and 
means engaging the centers of the gears to ' 
keep them in uniform predetermined mesh. 
' 6. A wrench. comprisinga rotatable nut 
seating member havinglthereon a bevel gear, 
a drivlng shaft at an angle to-said member 
and carrying a gear.‘ in mesh with the ?rst‘ 
mentioned gear, and a spider arranged with 
in the angle of the gears and contacting 
with the'centers thereof, whereby the gears 
are kept in uniform and predetermined 

7. A wrench comprising, a hollow curved 
member, a tubular member connected there 
with, a nut seating member arranged with 
m the curved member and provided with a' 
gear, means carried by the'latter member 
for maintaining the nut seating member 
in position, a shaft arranged in the tubular 
member and having a gear meshing with 
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that of the nut-seating member, means for " 
centering the, two ' gears relative to each 
other irrespective of the conditions of use, 
and means for engagin the shaft where 
by to impart rotary motion thereto to drive 
the nut seating member in either direction. 

8. ‘A wrench comprising a tubular shank, 
and a curved elbow, a shaft mounted within 
the shank and carrying a bevel gear, a nut ac 

_ tuating member journaled within the elbow 
-' and provided with a gear meshing with that 
on the shaft, and means for maintaining the 
gears in ?xed intermeshed relation irre 
spective "of strain or pressure.‘ 1 

9. A wrenchembodying a tubular shank 
Q and a curved elbow, a shaft mounted with 
_ inthe shank; and carrying a bevel gear, 
a nut seating member journaled in the elbow 
and carrymg a gear meshingwith that on 
the shaft, means for preventlng tendency of 
either the-shaft or nut seating member to 
change their relative axial movements under 
operation, and means for maintaining the 
parts in ?xed but detachable relation to 
each other. - , v v '- ' ' 

- In testimony whereof ‘I a?x my signature 
. in presence of two witnesses.‘ 

. I - MORGAN nsanrnnn. 
vWitnesses: I * . .. 

" ' Louis W. R, 
'NK Gr. Mme." rem. ' 
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